Player´s Handbook

Systemrequirements

PC

MSWindows 2000,XP,Vista, WIN10/WIN11
DirectX 9.0c; Pentium 4,2GHz Processor /
Core 2Duo; Min.1Gb RAM (Vista1,5Gb),1Gb
free diskspace;Nvidia (GeForce FX 5200 and
up) and ATI (Radeon 7500 and up);
Screenresolution 1024 x 768; Soundcard 16
bit with Soundsystem; DVD drive

MAC
Only with virtual systems with Windows 10
or 11 and Paralells Desktop works with Intel and M1 Chips
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Prefac

Interesting and entertaining, instructional but with lots of
fun – this is how you can train mathematical knowledge
with 2weistein nowadays!
Thisunique adventure learning game combinesin a worthwhile manner mathematical tasks and improvesattention,
concentration and motor-visual co-ordination. The tasks
in the game are based on the curriculum of elementary
schools and train the basic knowledge in mathematics, including mathematical games, guessing, training geometry
etc. In a beautiful world with characters,designedwith love
and care, it is a real joy to play and learn in this fantastic
adventure.

For many players 2weistein is a real challenge as the tasks
change according to the knowledge of the player.The tasks
vary in their degree of difficulty, therefore it is possible to
play the game on a small or high level.Even playing it several times,the learning effect is still given.
In 2weistein the tasks and puzzlesare integrated in a lovely
and exciting story.Therefore it is highly interesting to solve
the tasks to get on in the game – learning happens nearly
casually.2weistein is a software to help to makemaths fun.
As the game can be played on different levels of difficulty,
2weistein is fine for anybodywho wants to train his mathematical basic skills.

Background

2weistein is a unique new learning game.Here,training maths is a great gaming experience.
The game includes the training of basic mathematical knowledge (e. g. visual perception, basic arithmetics and geometry,understanding
of numbers etc.) and it helps players to train their
planning skills,concentration and to sustain their
attention.
All the training moduleswithin the game are totally integrated in the fantastic game world of
2weistein. 2weistein has been developed by professional game designers in close co-operationwith a
team of psychologistsand teachers.It combinesthe
latest scientific results in the fields of dyscalculia
(difficulties with maths), attention-deficit disorder
(ADHD), psychologyof learning and the knowledge
of computer experts, talented artists, professional
music and soundproduction and professional speakers.To make it easy you can play it with your keyboard or a gamepad.

We worked more than 2 years together with a huge
international team to finish the game. Entertainment and fun playsan important role within 2weistein andwas carefully monitoredin each step of the
project, contents were proved by professionals, teachers and psychologistsand evaluated with children and adults.
The result is a beautiful, interesting and instructive
3D-game!
With this award-winning game you have
more than 20 hours fun in 5 different worlds.
We hope that you enjoy the game!

Story

And the adventure starts …
All was peace and quiet in Asban and the whole land of Trillion – until that day on which the gates remained closed, as if
by a ghostly hand, and other strange things happened.There is
a tense and unusual ambience in Trillion. A problem has to be
solved!
The mean magician Godron has stolen the book„Mathematica“ from the creator of Trillion, and has cast an evil spell over
the city: a ban on mathematics. Godron wants to gain power
over the whole land and transform the world according to his
will! In the possessionof this magic book he takes advantage
of the secretsof mathematics andhe urgently needsfive magic
items as well. With the help of the RongerPirates ,who are always looking for mischief and always longing to find and steal
big treasures,he will soonfind them.They doanything for a few
gold coins.
But there are also brave heroes who want to put a stop to Godron to keep Trillion and Asban peaceful and beautiful, and no
one is ever to be afraid again! At the harbourof Asban,
2weistein meets his friends Bernard and Celestine. Together
they want to bring the curseto an end to as to keepTrillionfree
and beautiful. Trillion must be secured to be safe. They set off
together – and the adventure begins…
Make your way as Bernard or Celestine,side by side of the little
dragon„2weistein“ through 5fantastic worlds and enjoy an exciting adventure in the world of Trillion.Capture the magician,

return the book, solve the problemsand puzzles in Trillion– help
the inhabitants to make their world save and free!
What are you waiting for? The inhabitants of Trillion will be
forever grateful towards their heroes!

The Hero

s

Celestine von Asban
...is the most beautiful princess in Trillion. As
well she is very brave– with her friends
2weistein and Bernard she always experiences
new adventures.This time it is a real challenge
for the being sovereign of Asban. Especially in
mathematics she has to prooveher knowledge
and needs your help!

Bernard
...is the hero of Asban. Well – at least
if he is successfulin beating Godronand his
friends and Asban is peaceful and quiet again.
Bernard never thought that he would work
so hard and calculate so much.But with your
help he will show Godronwhat an Abacus is!
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2weistein
Thislittle dragon is really special.Not
only that he is brave,clever and whitty –
he never is frightened and goeswith his
friends Celestine and Bernard through all
adventures. He helps to solve the tasks,
gives useful hints and is just a very good
friend.Though he is quite young he already knows a lot.

2feather
It is said that no elvesare existent.But in
Trillion there do live some! The nicest of
them is 2Feather.She is a real friend and
to know her is a real advantage as she
often give some helping hints.

onents
The Opp

Godron
The mean magician Godron has stolen the worthy book
„Mathematica“ of the creator of Trillionand has cast an evil
spell over the city: a ban on mathematics. Only with cleverness and calculation puzzlesand tasks are to be solved.Godronwants to gain power over the whole land and to transform the world accordingto his will.

Ronger-Pirates
These mean guys are comradesof Godron
and can be found all over Trillion.But a lizard
is not a real danger,however these comrades
are not made up of cardboardand can be a
little annoying.They are greedy for gold and
enjoy getting involved in mischief.

Lyria
No doubt,this lady is not spicy but very icy!
Miscalculation, who believesher charming
attitude. No chance – she freezesfriend and
enemy and shows to whom the IcyWorld
belongs.But heroes do have a real chance –
well, sometimes.

The Gnomes
Thesecreatures love to live in solitude and prefer a calm life.They live
in caves and sometimes on ships.In
Trillion they keep secrets they only tell
real heroes.

TheWoold Elves
TheWood Elves live in the Lost
Forest in Trillion,a beautiful landscape close to Asban.They protect
the wood. Generally, they do not
care for others,but since Godron is
a danger for Trillionthey are really
suspicious of strangers. Only brave
heroes have a real chance!

Bernard starts the adventure in the Harbour of Asban...

PC and MAC Installation
PCInstallation
If you have Autorun enabled, the setup program
will start automatically when you insert the
DVD for the first time. If you donʻt have Autorun
enabled, open your DVD drive in the explorer and
double-click setup.exe. Please ensure you have
administration rights on your system and within
the installation folder (windows vista).

PCUninstall
To uninstall the game from your system open
the Start-menu from your Windows desktop and select ‚All programsʻ/ʻBrainmonster
Studiosʻ/ʻ2weisteinʻ/ʻUninstall 2weisteinʻʻ. Confirm uninstall by clicking‚Okʻ and follow the program instructions.

Toplay 2weistein you need an up-to-datecomputer and a 3D-capablegraphic card. Please ensure
that you have the most recent graphics driver installed.
The system requirements are mentioned on the
game box or can be found online in a latest update. They are shown during the installation and
can be found in ‚readme.txtʻ on your DVD,too.

Start the game(PC)
The game is started automatically after installation. You can start the game manually each time
after the installation via the Start-Menu,the desktop-iconand by reinserting the DVD.
You need to have the 2weistein-DVD inserted in
your drive to play the game.

Menu control
You can navigate through the menus by mouseclicksor selecting the menu items with the cursor
keysor the left stick of your gamepad.Toactivate a
menu item you can use the control-keyor button1
of your gamepad, too. ESC or button10 return to
the previous menu-screen.

MACInstallation
Only playable via Paralells Desktop software.
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and Movemen
Controls

MOVEMENT:
Keyboard: W, S, Cursor-Up,
Cursor-Down
GamePad: Stick1Y-Axis

TURN:
Keyboard: A, D,Cursor-Left,
Cursor-Right
GamePad: Stick1X-Axis

ACTION:
Keyboard: CTRL(left)
GamePad:Button 1

Actionkeys

CAMERA UP/DOWN:
Mouse: Up/Down
GamePad: Stick2 Y-Axis
ROTATE CAMERA:
Mouse: Left/Right
GamePad: Stick2 X-Axis

Stick 1

Stick 2

JUMP:
Keyboard: Space
GamePad:Button 3

RUN:
Keyboard:SHIFT (left)
GamePad:Button 6

MAGIC:
Keyboard: Tab
GamePad:Button 8
MENU:
Keyboard: Escape
GamePad: Button 10
HELP:
Keyboard: F1
GamePad:Button 9

Changebetween Bernard/Celestine:
Keyboard: 1

and
Combat

Defense

Of course, in an adventure the heroeswear weapons and
armours.At the beginning of the game,you have no weapons or amours,you have to find them during the game.
They give you a higher protection and make it much easier
to fight against your opponents.During the game you find
as well stronger weapons.They are all special and you have
to find out how to usethem best.

Combat with weapons
The following combat actions are available:
Action button (CTRL,Button 1):
The character usesany weapon
(e. g.strikes a sword).
Jump (Space,Button 3):
The character retreats a step and
cannot be hit.

Useof Magic
If the player has enough magical
energy he can use the magic
wand. With the button (TAB-key,
Button 6) the magicwand is
activated.To aim at the opponent use the right joystickat the
gamepad or the mouse.

nt for Heroes
Equipme

TheItems:
Apples
Regain energy

Red and purple drinks
Give magical energy
Green drinks
Give most magical energy
Yellow drinks
Attention! Explosive

Pirate Coins
More vital energy / Coinsto buy
apples and magic drinks

Keysand rings
Open gates and doors

Armour(Leather Waistcoat) and Sword(Sword of the Wood
Elves), Elf Helmet
More forcein a battle
Magic Wand
Helps to conquereasier the
opponents

Crystals
Open a portal
Shops
Are on different places in Trillion.Here one can buy for
pirate-coinsdrinks or apples

Item
The Magic

s

5 columns of the world
TheMagic Silver Chest

Magic Item 1

Elfin Light

Magic Item 2

Sword of the Wood Elves

Magic Item 3

TheDark Crystal

Magic Item 4

LyriasʼSparcling Spear

Magic Item 5

HUD

In the left corner you can see a green and a red menu
bar.The green one shows your remaining life energy,
the red one your magical skills.

Menubar items:
Life Energy
Magic
Armour

Collected Coins

CleverPoints

Name and Energy
of Opponents

Points for energy and magic
Youcan get more energy while collecting fruits and drinks.
As well you can buy sometimes drinksor fruits in the shops
you see from time to time. As well you get them as a gratification for solved puzzles.If you kick the boxes you find
items, too.It is very reasonable and recommendedto explore everything! In the HUD you can easily see how much energy you still have.

uests
Mathematical Q

1.Chests with basic arithmetic operations
These chests contain tasks from
the 4 basic arithmetic operations: addition, substraction,
multiplication and division. There are different levels, adapted
to the specificknowledge of the
player.
Additional and very helpful: If a task is not solved correctly
the way how to solve it appears. The player can understand
and follow how to find the right solution.

2.Mathematical quests
Everywhere in Trillion are
quests– they have mathematical content,but you do not have
to calculate all the time!

3.Short-term memory chest
Thesechests train the short-term
memory.The content of these
chests disappears in different
directions. Take a close look and
remember the directions they
flew.

4. Chestof concentration
A varying number of balls must
be memorized (colour and
number). This trains the shortterm memory and concentration.

5.Hundred Square
The understanding of numbers:
The player gets a mathematical
target. To show the right answer
the player has to hop on the correct tile in the hundredsquare.

6. Multiplication and divisionwith small tubes
The player gets a target for multiplication or division.The right
solution has to be clickedto fill
or empty a small tube.

7. Estimate
There are some tasks to solve
with estimation. The player has
to estimate the answer.

8.Thecarpets
In one room the player has to
hop over flying carpets. This
tasks helps to control impulsiveness,hyperactivity and inattention.

9.Written maths problems
Various written maths problems
in different levels can be found at
books.The player has to find out
the right answer, corresponding
to the given text.This task trains
to read properly and to understand the correlationbetween
the text and the tasks.

10.ThePillars (In the Gnomescaves)
Tasks are given with quests of
the times table from 2x2to 9x9.
To make the way through the
cave,the player has to hopon
the right pillars. This task trains
the automatismof the times table, but as well helps to control
implulsiveness and trains
attention.

11.Geometry:Nets of 3-dimensional figures
A geometrical figure is shown
unfolded.The player has to
choosebetween 5 variations to
find out which net corresponds
to the shown figure.
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Main Me

Following the introductory video sequence,
you will be presented with the Main Menu:
New Profile
Create a new profile, name it, select a character and difficulty.

Continue
Continue the game at the last saved level. If there is more
than one profile the last saved level of the current profile
is loaded.

Load
Loada previously savedlevel.

LoadProfile
This menu point allows you to choose a previously created
profile if more than one person is playing the game on the
same computer.

Options
Changesdifferent game parameters.

Quit
Quit the game and return to the desktop.

Screens

New Profile
Youcan choosebetween the two characters,Celestine or
Bernard.Type in a name for your game (different persons
may usedifferent profiles) and chooseyour level of difficulty.Youdecide on which degree of difficulty you play the
game and how hard it is to fight against your opponents.

With theseoptionsyou can change the settingsin the
game:
Graphics
Change the settings for graphicsresolution and quality.
Select one of the optionswith cursorup/downor the left
joystick of your gamepad and change the value with cursor
left/right or the left joystick of your gamepad.The action
button applies the changes.

Volume
Change the global volume of the games.

Input
Configure the gamepad sticks.

Invert Stick1X-Axis:
The x-axis(left/right) of the left gamepad stick rotates
the player.Tochange the direction of the rotation you can
toggle the value (Off/On).

Invert Stick1Y-Axis:
The y-axis(up/down) of the left gamepad stick moves the
player.Toinvert the direction you can toggle the value (Off/
On).

Invert Stick2 X-Axis:
The x-axis(left/right) of the right gamepad stick rotates
the camera.Tochange the direction of the rotation you can
toggle the value (Off/On).

Invert Stick1Y-Axis:
The y-axis(up/down) of the right gamepad stick moves the
camera.Toinvert the direction you can toggle the value
(Off/On).

Swap Stick2 Axes:
The axis-layoutof your gamepad may be different to the
game default. Youmay enable this parameter if the camera
control doesnʻt behave as documented.

Effects
Thissection allows you to modify someparameters that
directly influences the game performance.

Shadows
Thisparameter controlswhether all characters have realtime shadows or not. If ‚Automatic Optimizationʻis enabled
this parametermay be turned off at runtime if the graphic
card renders less than 15frames per second.

Hardware-Shader
Thisparameter controlshow water surfaces and other gpuintensive effects are handled.If ‚Automatic Optimizationʻis
enabled this parametermay be turned off at runtime if the
gpu renders less than 15frames per second.

Show HUD
The HUD (head up display) displaysinformation about energy,magic, collected coins and clever points. If you disable
this option the HUD popsup only for 3 seconds if one of
these values has changed.

Automatic Optimization
Thisparameter can control the performance of your system
(default is Off). If enabled,this feature will try to change
someof the performancerelevant parameters automati-

cally if the frame rate drops under 15framesper seconds.
If you enable this parameter and the animations doesnʻt
run smoothyou should try to lower the graphicsresolution
and/orquality under ‚Graphicsʻ.

Voices/Subtitles
This parameter controls how messagesare presented.
‚Sound and textʻ shows the messagein text format and
plays a soundclip (if available). ‚Text onlyʻ shows the message in text format and never plays the sound clips.

Video Sequences
All cutscene videos can be stopped immediately by pressing the menu-button (ESC/Button10).

Load:
Loada previously savedlevel.

ame hints
Useful g

Most important hint: Donʼt give up!
Sometimes a key or a special item must be
found before you can go on your journey.
Some caves or gates are closed and need to
be opened.Lookaround carefully to find your
way through a level.
Collect all the coins and try to solve all puzzles.Youneed magic potions and apples
for regaining health and magic power.
Some opponents are real mean. Try to find
out how they react and think about how
you can beat them.

Important Health Warning AboutPlaying Video
Games
Photosensitive Seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure
when exposed to certain visual images, including flashing
lights orpatternst hat may appear in video games.
Even people who have no history of seizureof epilepsy may
have an undiagnosed Condition that can cause these „photosensitive epileptic seizures“while watching Video games.
These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including
lightheadedness, altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, confusion,or
momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause loss
of consciousnessor convulsions that can lead to injury from
falling down or striking nearby objects.

Immediately Stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these symptoms. Parents should watch for or
ask their children about the above symptoms-childrenand
teenagers are more likely than adults to experience these
seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may
be reduced by taking the following precautions: Sit farther

from the Screen;use a smaller screen;play in a well-lit room;
and do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.
If you or your relatives have a history of seizuresor epilepsy,
sonsult a doctor before playing.

IMPORTANT! READ CAREFULLY:
Please besure to carefully readand understand all of the rights
and restrictions described in this End-UserLicense Agreement
(„EULA“).
REd Octopus GmbH.(„RED OCTOPUS“) IS WILLING TOLICENSE THE
SOFTWARE (as defined below) TOYOU ONLYON THE CONDITION
THATYOU ACCEPTALLOF THE TERMS IN THIS LICENSE (the „License“) AND INDICATE YOUR ACCEPTANCEBY SELECTING
„I ACCEPTTHE AGREEMENT“. PLEASE READTHE TERMS CAREFULLY
BEFORE SELECTING „I ACCEPTTHE AGREEMENT“ TOACCEPTTHE
TERMS OFTHIS LICENSE.
By selecting„I accept the agreement“ to accept this License,and/
or by loading or running the Software, or placing orcopying the
Software onto your computer hard drive,computer RAM or other
storage,you acknowledge that you have read this License,understand it and agree to be bound by all of its terms and conditions.

By not installing the 2weistein Software, you decline our offer and
the terms of this License.If you install the 2weistein –Software and
you do not accept the terms of this License,you must immediately (1)not install (or uninstall) or use the Software and any other
materials associatedwith the Software, (2) completely delete all
copiesof the Software and all related files from your computer
and (3)promptly return the Software in its protective covering,all
other enclosedmaterials and the original sales invoice to the place
of purchasefor a refund or exchange,subject to the return policy
of the retailer.If you so decline,any refund by the retailer of the
price you paid to use the Software will be your sole and exclusive
remedy and our sole and exclusiveliability in connectionwith the
Software.
„Software“ shall mean the gameand all other software contained
on this discor these discs,or electronically downloaded version
thereof, all updates and/orpatches thereto, any accompanying
documentation, all on-linecomponents,restricted-access2weistein
Software community websites,and other BRAINMONSTER gamerelated services(including all authentication components).
1.Grant of License. The Software is licensed to you,not sold, by
RED OCTOPUS,and its use is subject to this License.RED OCTOPUS
grants to you a limited, personal,non-exclusive right to use the

Software in the manner described in the user documentation.If
the Software is configured for loading onto a hard drive,you may
load the Software only onto the hard drive of two machinesand
run the Software from only those hard drives.You may permanently transfer all rights RED OCTOPUS grants youin this License,
providedyou retain no copies,you transfer all of the Software
(including all componentparts,the media and printed materials,
the DVD-authentication key,and any upgrades),and the recipient
reads and accepts this License.RED OCTOPUS reserve all rights not
expressly granted to you by this License.
2.Restrictions. RED OCTOPUS,and/orits licensors own the title,
copyright,and other intellectual property rights in the Software.
The Software contains copyrightedmaterial, trade secretsand
other proprietary material.You may not delete the copyright
notices orany other proprietary legends on the original copyof
the Software. Youmay not decompile,modify,reverse engineer,
disassemble or otherwise reproducethe Software.You may not
copy,rent, lend, lease, sublicense, distribute, publicly display,create
derivative works based upon the Software or otherwise commercially exploitthe Software (including,without limitation, hosting
pay-per-playservers).You may not electronically transmit the
Software from one computer,consoleor other platform to another
or over a network.

3.Termination. This Licenseis perpetual and may not be terminated exceptby mutual written agreement of the parties hereto.
However,your rights to usethe Software, as set forth above:(i) may
be terminated by youat any time, by destroying the Software; or
(ii) will terminate immediately without notice fromRED OCTOPUS
if you fail to complywith any provisionof this License(in which
event, you must destroythe Software).
4.Disclaimer of Warranty on Software. Youare aware and agree
that use of the Software and the media on which it is recordedis at
your sole risk.The Software and the media are provided„AS IS“. Unless otherwise provided by applicable law, RED OCTOPUSwarrants
to the original purchaserof this product that the Software storage
medium will be free fromdefects of materials and workmanship
for ninety (90) days from the date of purchase.Thiswarranty is
void if the defect has arisen through accident,abuse,neglect or
misapplication.
5.Disclaimer of Other Content. As a service to you,RED OCTOPUS,
may include with the Software third party driversand other software utilities intended to assistyou with installing and operating
the Software (collectively, the „Drivers“). RED OCTOPUSspecifically
disclaims any warranties relating to the Drivers,and youagree that
your use of the Drivers is at your own risk.The Drivers are not part

of the Software and shall not begovernedby the terms and conditions of this Licenseexcept for and to the extent of this disclaimer.
6. General Disclaimer. EXCEPTAS EXPRESSLY SETFORTHABOVE,
RED OCTOPUSEXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALLOTHERWARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITYAND FITNESS FORA
PARTICULARPURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.BRED OCTOPUS
DOES NOT WARRANT THATTHE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE
SOFTWARE WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS. NO ORALORWRITTEN INFORMATION ORADVICE GIVEN BY BRAINMONSTER OR ANY
RED OCTOPUS -AUTHORIZEDREPRESENTATIVE SHALL CREATEA
WARRANTY OR IN ANY WAY INCREASE THE SCOPEOFTHIS WARRANTY.SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOTALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SOTHE ABOVE EXCLUSIONS MAYNOTAPPLY
TOYOU.
7.Limitation of Liability. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES,INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE, SHALLRED OCTOPUS (OR ITSEMPLOYEES
OR LICENSORS) BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL,SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL,OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN CONNECTIONWITH THE
SOFTWARE, INCLUDING THOSE THATRESULTFROM THE USE OF OR
INABILITY TOUSE THE SOFTWARE,EVEN IF RED OCTOPUS HAS
BEEN ADVISED OFTHE POSSIBILITY OFTHOSE DAMAGES. IN NO

EVENT SHALL RED OCTOPUSʼS (OR ITS EMPLOYEESʼ OR LICENSORSʼ)
TOTALLIABILITY TOYOU FOR ALLDAMAGES, LOSSES AND CAUSES
OF ACTION(WHETHER IN CONTRACT,TORTOROTHERWISE) EXCEED
THE AMOUNT PAID BY YOU FORTHE SOFTWARE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOTALLOW THE LIMITATIONOR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY
FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,SO THE ABOVE
LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOTAPPLYTOYOU.
8.Indemnity; Injunctive Relief. Youagree to indemnify,defend and
hold harmless RED OCTOPUSand each of its officers,employees,
directors, agents,licensors, licensees (excluding you), successors
and assigns from and against all losses,lawsuits, damages,causes
of action and claims relating to and/orarising from your breach
of this License,and/orany use of the Software. Youagree that
your unauthorized use of the Software, or any part thereof,may
immediately and irreparably damage RED OCTOPUSsuch that RED
OCTOPUScould be adequately compensated solely by a monetary
award and that at RED OCTOPUSʼsoption, RED OCTOPUSshall be
entitled to an injunctive order,in addition to all other available
remedies including a monetary award, appropriately restraining
and/orprohibiting suchunauthorized use without the necessity of
RED OCTOPUSposting bond or other security. Your obligations set
forth in this Section shall survive the cancellation or termination of
this License.

9.Choice of Law and Venue. THIS LICENSE SHALLBE GOVERNED BY
AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCEWITH CONTROLLINGGERMAN
LAW.
10.ExportControls. Youacknowledge that the Software and related technical data and services(collectively „Controlled Technology“) may be subject to the import and export laws of Germany and
the laws of any country where ControlledTechnologyis imported
or re-exported.Youagree to comply with all relevant laws and will
not export any ControlledTechnologyin contravention to German
law nor to any prohibited country,entity, or person for which an
export license or other governmental approval is required. You
hereby agree that you will not export or sell any ControlledTechnology for use in connection with chemical,biological,or nuclear
weapons, or missiles,drones or spacelaunch vehicles capable of
delivering suchweapons.
11.Miscellaneous. Nothing herein shall be deemed to supercede
or derogate from RED OCTOPUSʼsremedies at law for any violation
of this Licenseor applicable law. If any provision of this License
is unenforceable,the rest of it shall remain in effect.This License
constitutes the entire agreement between you and RED OCTOPUS
with respect to the useof the Software and the supportservices(if

any) and supersedesall prior orcontemporaneousoral orwritten
communicationsand representationswith respect to the Software
or any other subject matter covered by this License.

Customerservice:
In case of technical issues or questions about the product
you can reach us via email:
support@redoctopus.de.
Please sendusthe following information:
•product name
•short description of the problem or issue
•your e-mail address
•„output-log.txt“ file (can be found on your hard drive)
24-hour-service:
Youcan find more useful information on our website
www.redoctopus.de and in our Forum,where you can find
frequently askedquestions or topics.
Tippsand tricks
Please check the system requirements before you contact
us. Youfind all needed information about the system requirements within the „readme.txt“ file or on our website.

Contact:
Technical Support
Mail: support@redoctopus.de
In-Game Support
Mail: support@redoctopus.de

Or write us:
Red Octopus GmbH
Pappenheimstr. 7
80335 Munich, Germany
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